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What is VyFi?
-

operation. We will also be focusing on education, and providing information on on-boarding 

What distinguishes VyFi?

few months alone, each promising to change the world in their own way. VyFi isn’t designed 

be groundbreaking on its own. This along with the introduction of a neural net, will lead to VyFi 
being heavily distinguished to the industry. 

-
proachability. This can be solved by proposing an ecosystem that we have created, whereby 
metaphors and art are used to do the heavy lifting for new-commers, allowing for a much 
easier on-boarding process. This also allows a process to automate most of the functions 

The Vecosystem
This consists of 4 components, 
all linked through smart con-
tracts. The auto-harvester (In-
ternational Markets), the yield-
farms and liquidity pools (VyFi), 
the off-shore bank, and the VyFi 
Bar (distribution mechanism). 

This will all be marketed as a 
“Crypto Holiday”, with analogies 
to real life activities to make ac-
tions in the ecosystem easier for 
new-comers to understand. 
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International Markets 
This is the auto-harvester, which is a smart contract that will manage yield farming/liquidity 
pool investing across multiple platforms. Users will deposit their Cardano into the platform, 
and will be given access to our dashboard. This will contain all the information regarding 
where the funds are invested, current portfolio value, and pending harvest. The auto-harvest-
er distributes rewards once weekly, and 20% of all earnings are shared to the VyFi Bar. 

VyFi Bar
A Crypto Bar is a pool of funds that are being drawn from multiple sources. Users can enter 
the Bar by staking their VyFi. For our site, the users would stake VyFi and receive the own-

proportional distribution. 

The VyFi Bar derives income from multiple sources:

The result of these incomes streams will increase the value of the Bar over time. Thus, when 

Educational content 

-

education on managing oneself with the crypto market.

The current plan is to allow access to all those staked at our auto-harvester (holding our au-
to-harvesters LP token) would be given access to the LMS, but this is still tentative. 

possible.



Governance Protocol
When a user holds VyFi in their wallet, they will be able to vote on any changes that take place 
to the protocol, or subsequently, the Vecosystem. This is both from a technical standpoint 

This governance protocol will be managed through Snapshot, and will give users on our plat-
form a say on how it is run. Users will also be able to bring proposals to the table for voting. 

Off-Shore Bank
This is our lending platform. This will be included in our stage 2 release (refer to timeline). 
This will allow users to borrow - against margin - different coins. This lending will be powered 
by the liquidity pools from the VyFinance platform. A percentage of all fee’s earnt at the bank 
will be shared to the VyFi bar. 

Quick Market Figures 
Some of the largest lending protocols have market capitalizations greater than $1 billion 
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Total Supply

Since ownership of the token is the only way to stake at the VyFi Bar, there is an inbuilt distrib-
utive income from holding the token. As a percentage of all fee’s/investment earnings on the 

platform. The liquidity provision payout ratio for our yield farms will decrease with time, also 
creating a reduced supply as time passes.

Burning Mechanism

to pancakes. 

How does VyFi enter circulation:
Through the yield-farms, we are circulating VyFi with every block - with a decreasing rate over 

VyFi will also be obtainable through lending against margin. 

Distributive Token:

yield-farners to hold the coin. 
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Where we are
We have launched our token, VyFi, as a CNT. Community development and ad-
vertising for the upcoming launch. We are currently building the smart contracts 
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Stage 2 (end Q4 2022 completion)
Complete alpha-launch of off-shore bank, begin 
funding lending protocols. Allow deposits, 
lending against stablecoins. 

Stage 3 (Q1 2022 completion)
Fully operational off-shore bank - flash loans, 
deposits, lending between all crypto-currencies, 
off-shore Vaults.

Stage 1 (end Q3 2021 completion)
Have full DApp up and running with the 
Vy.Finance platform, National Markets 
auto-harvester, and VyFi Bar. Completed 
airdrop. Begun on-boarding users to the 
platform. 

Beta (Q3 2021)
Continuing testing of the smart contracts with 

active users, audit, and ICO 

Alpha (Q2/Q3 2021)
Operational yield farms, auto-harvest-

er, and VyFi Bar, all tested, and ready 
to launch. 



Website:

CONTACT DETAILS:

Steve Ward CEO OF INTERNATIONAL MARKETS
MANAGING DIRECTOR OF VYFI

 
CIO OF INTERNATIONAL MARKETS
MARKETING DIRECTOR OF VYFI

Jack Kochen
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Find us on: 

Email: methebim@gmail.com
TG: @methebim

Email: jack@vyfi.io
TG: @jackary


